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Abstract—Procedural modeling is a method that determines
production rules and allows for developing effective structural
design in architecture. Fountain (Shadirvan) is an important
component of Turkish architecture and having a symmetrical
structure and distinctive elements makes fountains suitable for
procedural modeling. In this study, we propose a procedural
method to design different fountain models similar to ones that
exist in Turkish architecture. We specify the parameters by
looking at the texture, shape, and quantity of observed fountain
images for production rules. Based on the selection of parameters,
different fountain models are generated in a procedural manner.
We present several different models, determining parameters,
and parameter values.

Index Terms—procedurel modeling, symmetry, L-systems,
fountains

I. INTRODUCTION

Fountain (Shadirvan) as an architectural term is a place that
is usually covered with a dome to take ablution mostly in
mosque courtyards. Water flows from the taps around the pool
in the middle and the sprinklers in the middle. According to the
type, generally, the fountain consists of arches, pools, columns,
poles, domes, and pyramidal cones. There are fountains that
only have a pool with an open top. Others are covered with
a dome or pyramidal cone. The pool of the fountains can be
planned as square, rectangle, circle, and polygonal (6, 8, 12
sided). In construction, materials such as stone, marble, wood,
lead, and metal are used.

In this paper, the fountain model is formed using symmetry
information of objects and procedural modeling. In order to
achieve this, we have observed fountains that have historical
or architectural importance and have different characteristics.
According to the observations, we have identified the pa-
rameters. The procedural fountain model can be created by
determining parameters from a single image similar to Cengiz
and Bulbul [1]. Alternative models are offered with parameters
that provide different configurations. Models are created with
parameters such as shape, texture, and feature, etc via the
provided interface. While currently the parameter selection is
done manually, we are planning to automate this process by
detecting the parameter values directly from an input image.

II. RELATED WORK

L-systems [2] and procedural modeling can be used to
compose 3D models including 3D building models. An L-
system is a parallel string rewriting mechanism based on a

set of production rules. L-systems are used initially to create
plant geometry in computer graphics. Later, Parish et al. [3]
generated geometry using L-systems and created road patterns
and large cities with this geometry.

Müller et al. [4] used procedural modeling and proposed
shape grammar to generate buildings. Later they developed
CityEngine which is a software that procedurally creates 3d
city models. 3d models and textures are created from a set
of rules with procedural modeling. This tool is widely used,
for instance, Singh et al. produced a 3D model of a university
campus by using CityEngine and they concluded that it is a
good and low-cost tool to create a photorealistic 3-D model
of a building [5].

Symmetry is one of the most common properties of natural
or manmade objects and provides an additional constraint for
the 3D model. Jiang et al. presented a method to build high-
quality architecture models from a single image by exploiting
constraints derived from symmetry. They calibrate the cam-
era from a single image by exploiting symmetry. A set of
3D points is recovered according to the calibration and the
symmetry [6].

Cengiz and Bulbul [1] composed 3D models of fountains
from a single image. With the Convolutional Neural Networks
method(CNNs), the fountain is detected and labeled on an
image. Graph Cut technique segmented out the fountain. The
shape of the 3D model is estimated using the contour of the
object. Finally, the 3D model is completed by applying the
texture of the input image. This method is flexible to model
various types of fountains with a single image; however, there
may be major geometry flaws. In the proposed study, we offer
a method that can generate better defined and more usable 3D
models.

III. METHOD

A. Fountain Parameters

There is a great variety of fountains, for instance, Bursa
Ulu Mosque Fountain, Kadırga Sokullu Mehmed Paşa Mosque
Fountain, Fatih Mosque Fountain, and Ayasofya Mosque
Fountain (Figure 1). We have observed 15 fountain models.
The fountain has architectural elements like an arch, dome,
pool, column, tap. According to our research, these elements
are determined as parameters from real fountains and shown
in Table I. Table II also demonstrates parameter values that
can be selected and parameters.



Fig. 1. (a) Bursa Ulu Mosque Fountain (b) Kadırga Sokullu Mehmed Paşa
Mosque Fountain (c) Fatih Mosque Fountain (d) Ayasofya Mosque Fountain

TABLE I
FOUNTAIN PARAMETERS

Fountain Name
Parameters Fatih M. F. Ayasofya M. F.

arc no 8 pointed arch
dome material bullet semi-circle dome

shape pointed cone 6 edge roof
material bullet

column 8 columns 8 columns
material marble material marble
shape circular

pool material marble material marble
shape 16 edge shape circle

tab 16 taps bronze tap

B. Modeling of Fountain

According to our observations, We implement procedural
modeling using parameters as production rules in Unity. Fig-
ure 2 shows samples from the generated 3D fountain models.
On the average, it takes 5 seconds to generate 3D model
of a fountain by manually determining different parameters.
Cube, square, cylinder, and circle are created in primitive
types. Pyramids, hexagon, arch, and octagon are parametrically
created. Mesh class is used to generate them in Unity. Vertices,
triangles, and texture coordinates are assigned for building a
mesh model. Vertex positions are determined with cosine and
sine functions for flexibility. Textures are downloaded from
the Internet. Every shape is covered with a selected texture.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS/VALUES

Fountain Values
Parameters Value Value Value Value
Arch Texture stone marble wood

Column Texture stone marble wood
Dome Texture lead stone

Sub Dome Texture lead stone wood
Pool Texture stone marble

Ground Texture stone marble
Seat Texture stone marble wood

Arch Number 4 6 8
Column Number 4 6 8
Column Shape cubic cylinder

Pool Shape square hexagon octagon
Dome Shape circle four-edged six-edged eight-edged

pyramid pyramid pyramid
Ground Shape square hexagon octagon

Position number
Size number

Fig. 2. Samples from the generated fountains models.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced that 3D models of the fountains
can be built with procedural modeling. Near-realistic foun-
tain models are produced with the specified parameters. We
demonstrate the produced fountain models that are formed by
different values of parameters. It is possible to generate a great
variety of fountains.

In the future, we are planning to improve our current model.
More realistic fountain models can be created using parameters
such as columns with muqarnas, tap styles, and more defined
decorative elements. We aim to provide a procedural method
that is capable of modeling most of the real fountains with
high fidelity and varying levels of details. Consequently, it will
be possible to make a 3D reconstruction of a fountain after
detecting the parameters from an image. Similar to Cengiz and
Bulbul’s study [1], such an approach will enable generating
a 3D fountain model from a single image and the resulting
model will be more functional and well defined to be used in
a 3D game and virtual reality applications.
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